
The BIG Quiz 1

Round 1 - General Knowledge

Can you name the yellow telly tubby? - La La
What does the e in e-mail stand for? Electronic

What is the name of Facebook’s founder? Mark Zuckerburg
Which is the largest planet in the solar system? - Jupiter

Can you name all 4 members of the Beatles? - Ringo, George, John, Paul
On which street do Bert and Ernie live? - Sesame Street

One table spoon = how many teaspoons? 3
Name the ghost who appears at a banquet in Shakrespeare’s macbeth? 

Banquo
What is the capital of New Zealand? - Wellington

What does a taxidermist do? - Stuffs animals
Who invented the steam engine? - James Watt

What is the largest living bird? - Ostrich
Where does Homer simpson work? - Nuclear Plant
Which volcano destroyed Pompeii? - Mt Versuvius

What was Michael Jackson’s middle name? - Joseph

Round 2 - Close Up

For this round use the powerpoint to get the teams to guess the close up 
objects.

Round 3 - The Other Team

Invite the teams to have wrote down 1 unusual fact about each member and 
have passed it to you before hand. At this point read out the facts and the 

other teams must guess who in the other team the fact belongs to.

Round 4 Music

Pick 10 songs from your iPod and play about 15 seconds of each, rewarding 
points for the song name, artist name and album name (If you’re iPod is 

super-uncool head to the iTunes top 40!

Round 5 - Movies

In which film did Jim Carrey Play bank clerk Stanley Ipkiss? The Mask
Who plays Indiana Jones in the films? - Harrison Ford

Which disney film features the song ‘The Bear Necessities’? Jungle Book
Who played Mary in ‘There’s something about Mary’? Cameron Diaz
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Which LOTR Actor was dismayed to hear he had been cut from the final 
film? - Christopher Lee

In the film ‘Fantasia’ who plays the part of the sorcerer’s apprentice? Mickey 
Mouse

In Harry Potter name one of Hagrid’s dogs? Fang or Fluffy
Which film won the Oscar for best animation in 2004? Nemo

In the Wizard of Oz what did Dorothy have to steal from the wicket witch? 
Broom stick

What was the name of Batman’s butler? Alfred
What is Fred Flintstone’s favourite sport? Ten pin bowling

What type of dog is Scooby doo? Great Dane
What was the name of the hand in ‘the Adams Family’? Thing
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